
Brief Report on The Launching Ceremony of Students Magazine- RAINBOW 

CHASERS held in the Department of Languages on Wednesday, 18 May 2022 

The Department of Languages (English), Integral University Lucknow organized the Launching 
Ceremony of the first edition of Students’ Literary Magazine- Rainbow Chasers on 18th May, 2022. The 
event was graced by luminaries such as Chancellor and Founder, Prof. S.W. Akhtar, Vice Chancellor, 
Prof. Javed Mussarat, Pro Vice Chancellor, Prof. Aquil Ahmad, Registrar, Prof. Mohd. Haris Siddiqui, 
Director Admin Affairs IIMS&R, Syed Fauzan Akhtar and Deans and Directors of various departments. 
This has been a long-standing venture of Dr. Arshi Khan and Dr. Mursalin Jahan. The magazine was 
ingeniously edited by students, T.S. Sudhish and Adeeba Mahvish, of the Department of Languages. 

The event began with a paean for the Honorable Chancellor, celebrating his magnificent personality and 
remarkable contributions for the growth and development of the university. The students further put-up 
resplendent performances, namely, self-composed poetry recitation, songs, skits and thought provoking 
speeches envisaging the journey of a women research scholar and experiences of foreign students. The 
event was lauded by the dignitaries and all present. The Chancellor praising the novel efforts of the 
department mentions that the magazine reflects the creativity and artistic flair of students which has 
been his dream turned into reality. The Vice Chancellor expressing his appreciation of the event praised 
the unique character of the Department of Languages which has a pan university appeal. 

The event closed with the vote of thanks by the faculty coordinators of the magazine, Dr. Mursalin 
Jahan and Dr. Arshi Khan. They acknowledged the contribution of the Head of the Department, Dr. 
H.M. Arif Nadvi, who has been a silent invaluable pillar of the department. They extended their 
gratitude to the faculty for the unconditional support for the event.  









 

 



 


